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Quantum-dense metrology (QDM) constitutes a special case of quantum metrology in which
two orthogonal phase space projections of a signal are simultaneously sensed beyond the shot noise
limit. Previously it was shown that the additional sensing channel that is provided by QDM contains
information that can be used to identify and to discard corrupted segments from the measurement
data. Here, we propose and demonstrate a new method in which this information is used for
improving the sensitivity without discarding any measurement segments. Our measurement reached
sub-shot-noise performance although initially strong classical noise polluted the data. The new
method has high potential for improving the noise spectral density of gravitational-wave detectors
at signal frequencies of high astrophysical relevance.
Introduction — Measurement devices are usually de-
signed and constructed in such a way that the mea-
surement signal couples with a high signal-to-noise-ratio
to a single readout observable. The orthogonal, non-
commuting observable then usually does not contain any
information about the signal, and is thus not read out.
Let us consider a Michelson-type interferometer as it is
currently used for the detection of gravitational waves
[1–4]. Here, the signal is a change of the differential arm
length, and the readout observable is the corresponding
change of the output light’s amplitude quadrature. The
change of the output light’s phase quadrature is not mon-
itored since it does not contain any signal. The simul-
taneous measurement of non-commuting observables of
a beam of light, on the first sight, is only disadvanta-
geous since it requires splitting the output beam into
two beams, which reduces the signal power and thus
the signal-to-shot-noise ratio. Recently, however, it was
shown that the simultaneous measurement of the orthog-
onal amplitude and phase quadratures of the output light
of an interferometer can result in an improved overall
measurement sensitivity, if not quantum noise but excess
noise that appears in both phase space projections lim-
its the sensitivity [5]. The most relevant kind of such
excess noise is light that is first scattered out the main
bright optical mode, hits surfaces having a relative mo-
tion, and is back-scattered into the main optical mode.
Such ‘parasitic interferences’ [6] are indeed a problem
in high-power laser interferometers for the detection of
gravitational waves, in particular at low and sub-audio
signal frequencies [7–11], which have high astrophysical
relevance [12].
In ‘quantum metrology’ nonclassical states are used
to read out the signal of a measurement. A promi-
nent example of quantum metrology is the application
of squeezed light in the gravitational-wave (GW) detec-
tor GEO 600 [13–15]. An improved sensitivity due to
squeezed light was also demonstrated in the LIGO de-
tector at Hanford [16] and is earmarked as one of the
next upgrades of the AdvancedLIGO detectors [17]. Fu-
ture improvements of gravitational-wave detectors will
also include a further increase of light powers in the arms,
which further increases the risk of parasitic interferences.
Therefore, it exists a strong motivation to investigate
whether the simultaneous detection of two orthogonal
phase space projections of a signal on a split output field
can also be combined with quantum noise squeezing.
In the case of squeezing enhanced metrology, however,
equally splitting the output field into two beams not only
reduces the signal power by a factor of two but also
significantly reduces the squeezing factor. Furthermore,
the quantum noise in the orthogonal observable is anti-
squeezed, which reduces the amount of extractable in-
formation about disturbances. Recently, quantum dense
metrology (QDM) was proposed, which uses two-mode
squeezing (entanglement with Gaussian quantum statis-
tics) to circumvent the squeezing loss as well as the anti-
squeezing issue [18]. Without loosing squeezing and with-
out degrading the additional channel with anti-squeezing,
QDM was shown to provide additional information for
identifying and discarding (‘vetoing’) corrupted segments
from the measurement data. An actual reduction of the
measurement’s noise spectral density, which is key for a
measuring device, could not be achieved.
Here we propose a new method that uses the additional
information from QDM to improve a measurement sen-
sitivity by reducing its noise spectral density from far
above shot-noise to sub shot-noise (sub-Poissonian) per-
formance. We provide its experimental proof-of-principle
in close connection to actual challenges in gravitational
wave detection. The sensitivity improvement is achieved
without discarding measurement segments, by removing
the classical disturbances from the channel that contains
the signal. The way the disturbances arise does not need
to be known but has to be deterministic, allowing for
fitting a model of the excess noise to the readout data.
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Figure 1: Experimental setup. In a table-top Michel-
son interferometer two signals were generated: a differential
arm length change (a GW-like signal) by modulating a piezo
mounted interferometer end mirror and one broadband par-
asitic interference using an external beam that we injected
through the end mirror of the second arm. The output signal
was split and detected with two balanced homodyne detec-
tors (BHD1&2), reading out the orthogonal amplitude and
phase quadratures. The readout was enhanced with two-
mode-squeezed states of light. One of their two subsystems
was reflected at the interferometer’s dark port via a combina-
tion of a Faraday rotator and a polarising beam splitter (PBS)
while the other one was sent directly to the beam splitter in
the interferometer output. DAQ: data acquisition system.
Experimental setup — Our table-top experiment
combined two setups described in [5, 18]. A simplified
schematic is shown in Fig. 1. We employed a continuous-
wave Nd:YAG laser source with an output power of 2 W
at wavelength λ = 1064 nm, which was split to supply
the different parts of the experiment. In a simple Michel-
son interferometer of about 7 cm arm length and with an
input power of about 10 mW we generated two test sig-
nals: one GW-like signal due to a differential arm length
change and one scattered light disturbance coming from
an external source. The GW-like signal we injected from
a sound file containing about 4.5 s of a simulated inspiral
of two neutron stars with equal masses [19]. It started
at about 55 Hz and increased in frequency and ampli-
tude over time. The signal was shifted in frequency by
5.25 MHz with an Agilent 33500B series waveform gen-
erator and used to modulate the position of an interfer-
ometer end mirror that was mounted on a piezoelectric
element.
The back-scatter disturbance we produced by inject-
ing an additional beam through the second interferom-
eter end mirror. The phase of the beam was modu-
lated via a piezo-actuated mirror at a frequency of 5 Hz
and with a large motional amplitude of a few λ. This
deep modulation led to fringe wrapping and frequency
up-conversion, and produced a broadband disturbance
over a bandwidth of about 200 Hz. Such disturbances,
that originate from sources at typically low frequencies
but with large motional amplitudes, are a well known
issue in GW-detectors [7–11]. An electro-optic modula-
tor (EOM) imprinted an additional phase modulation at
5.25 MHz on the back-scatter beam. As described above,
both signals were frequency shifted to the MHz regime
and demodulated before data acquisition (DAQ) to re-
cover the audio-band signals. This way technical noise
from the laser source that appeared for frequencies be-
low ≈ 3 MHz was avoided. Above that frequency our
setup was limited by optical shot noise.
The interferometer was stabilized to a dark fringe
and the output signal was split at a 50/50 beam split-
ter and detected with two balanced homodyne detectors
(BHD1&2). Each of these detectors used a strong ex-
ternal local oscillator field, whose phase with respect to
the signal beam set the readout quadrature. One was
measuring the phase quadrature and the other one the
amplitude quadrature of the interferometer output field.
The readout was enhanced with entangled, two-mode-
squeezed states of light coming from the source described
in [18, 20]. We generated the two-mode-squeezing by
overlapping two squeezed states at a 50/50 beam split-
ter with a relative phase shift of 90◦. One of the output
states we reflected at the dark port of the interferometer
where it picked up the interferometer signal. Afterwards
the two states recombined at the 50/50 beam splitter in
the interferometer output path. By choosing the right
phase relation between the two, the interference recov-
ered the initial squeezed states. Both outputs carried
the interferometer signal but one was squeezed in the am-
plitude and the other one in the phase quadrature of the
interferometer signal. All degrees of freedom in our setup
were electronically stabilized, except for the quadrature
orientation of the orthogonally locked detectors with re-
spect to the interferometer signal. This was adjusted by
minimizing a marker peak in the spectrum of BHD1. The
peak was a strong pure phase modulation at 1 kHz and
was generated with the same piezo actuated interferom-
eter end mirror that also produced the GW-like signal.
The data were acquired with a PCI-6259 card from Na-
tional Instruments and processed in LabView.
Time-domain data post-processing — Fig. 2
shows a segment of the measured time-domain data of
both balanced homodyne detectors (blue lines). The data
show a strong periodic signal which originates from the
scatter disturbance and obscures the weaker GW-like sig-
nal. The post-processing of the data was done in Matlab,
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Figure 2: Subtraction of the back-scatter disturbance
in time domain. The plots show the phase and ampli-
tude quadrature measurement data of the respective detectors
BHD1&2 (blue), overlaid with the best fit of the back-scatter
model (black). The amplitude quadrature data after subtrac-
tion of the disturbance are shown in red. For comparison,
a reference measurement where the disturbance signal was
blocked and only the GW-like signal was present is shown in
gray. In both traces (red and gray), the injected chirp signal
is just about discernible.
as described in [5]. First, the parasitic interference was
modeled and fitted to the phase quadrature data mea-
sured at BHD1. Our model of the scatter source was a si-
nusoidal motion with constant amplitude, frequency and
phase including higher harmonics up to the 5th order.
The latter turned out to be necessary to successfully de-
scribe the non-linear behavior of the piezo actuator that
we used to generate the back-scatter disturbance. The
time dependent phase shift of the back-scattered light
can be modeled by
ϕ(t) = ϕ0 +
2pi
λ
5∑
n=1
mn sin(2pift+ φn)
n (1)
with the modulation frequency f , modulation depths mn
and phases φn of the respective orders and an overall
phase shift ϕ0. The projection of the resulting distur-
bance signal into the orthogonal quadratures at BHD1&2
is given by
pBHD1sc (t) = A cosϕ(t) (2)
xBHD2sc (t) = A sinϕ(t) (3)
where the amplitude A depends on the intensity of
the scattered light beam. Fitting Eq. (2) to the data
of BHD1 provides all parameters that determine ϕ(t).
For the projection of the disturbance signal into the am-
plitude quadrature measurement via Eq. (3), we allowed
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Figure 3: Sensitivity improvement via QDM in fre-
quency domain. The plots show the averaged power spec-
tral density (psd) of the respective measurements at the two
readout detectors BHD1&2. The x-axis corresponds to fre-
quencies after demodulation with 5.25 MHz. Depicted are
the original data that contains the GW-like signal as well
as the parasitic interference (blue), the same data after sub-
traction of the disturbance (red), a reference measurement
with the disturbance blocked, containing only the GW-like
signal (gray), and a shot noise measurement with the signal
ports of the detectors blocked (black). After subtraction of
the disturbance, a non-classical noise suppression of ≈ 5 dB
was achieved over the whole spectrum
for slightly different amplitudes at the two detectors and
an additional constant phase shift in Eq. (3). This was
done to compensate e.g. for an unbalanced splitting of
the interferometer output and an imperfect quadrature
orientation of the detectors. The resulting fits are shown
in black in Fig. 2. The amplitude quadrature data of
BHD2 after subtraction of the modeled back-scatter dis-
turbance is shown in red. The result already enables the
recognition of a chirp, as expected for the injected GW-
like signal. For comparison, a reference measurement is
given in gray where the scattered light beam was blocked
and only the GW-like signal was being injected.
Frequency domain results — Fig. 3 shows the av-
eraged power spectral density (psd) computed for the
whole data sets of 5 s length. The vacuum shot noise level
was measured by blocking the signal ports at both detec-
tors and is shown in black. The original measurement
data, containing the GW-like signal and the back-scatter
disturbance, are given in blue. Both, phase and am-
plitude quadrature measurement, showed sub-shot-noise
4sensitivity at (demodulated) frequencies above ≈ 200 Hz,
corresponding to about 5 dB of squeezing. Below that
frequency, strong classical noise from the scattered light
disturbance was limiting the sensitivity. The data after
subtraction of the back-scatter disturbance is shown in
red. Clearly, the broadband disturbance has vanished
and the remaining ‘bump’ visible in the data of BHD2
is in fact the injected GW-like signal. This becomes
clear when we compare it to the reference measurement
without the scatter disturbance which is shown in gray
again. After subtraction of the classical disturbance, we
achieved sub-shot-noise sensitivity at both detectors over
the whole frequency range.
Optical loss — Optical loss on squeezed or two-mode-
squeezed light reduces the observable squeezing factor.
For a single pure squeezed field that is injected into a
lossy interferometer [21] the squeezed variance of the am-
plitude quadrature at the photo detector is given by
∆2xˆSQZ(r, ηifo) = 1− ηifo + e−2rηifo (4)
with r the squeezing parameter and ηifo the full interfer-
ometer path efficiency. Here, the variance of a vacuum
state is normalized to unity. In QDM, the optical loss on
the two entangled beams is asymmetric, with a higher
loss on the beam that travels through the interferometer.
Let us assume (i) negligible optical loss outside the in-
terferometer, (ii) that the QDM scheme uses a balanced
splitter at the output port and (iii) that the additional
readout is set to the orthogonal quadrature not contain-
ing any gravitational-wave signal. The variance of the
squeezed amplitude quadrature at the relevant detector
BHD2 is then given by
∆2xˆBHD2QDM (r, ηifo) =
1
2 (1− ηifo) + 14e−2r(
√
ηifo + 1)
2
+ 14e
+2r(
√
ηifo − 1)2 .
(5)
The fact that the beam outside the interferometer suffers
much less optical loss can result in larger squeezing fac-
tors observed at the detectors when comparing with the
injection of a single squeezed field as proposed by C.M.
Caves and realized in GEO 600 [14, 21]. This benefit with
respect to the single quadrature squeezed readout partly
compensates for the fact that the QDM scheme requires
splitting the interferometers output field into two (equal)
parts, of which only one is used for an optimal GW signals
readout. The actual reduction of (squeezed-)shot-noise-
limited sensitivity accompanied with QDM is shown in
Fig. 4. For zero dB squeezing, the signal-to-shot-noise
ratio is deteriorated by 2, simply due to the balanced
splitting of the output field in QDM. The correspond-
ing color is light blue. However, for higher squeezing
values and a certain range of optical loss, the signal-to-
quantum-noise ratio reduces by smaller factors, down to
1.5. Achievable input squeezing factors of about 10 dB
[22] combined with realistic optical loss values around
Figure 4: Analysis of signal-to-(squeezed-)shot-noise
ratio in QDM. The (balanced) beam splitting necessary for
QDM results in a reduction factor of 2 for zero dB squeez-
ing (in power) compared with the single-quadrature squeezed
readout [14, 21]. In the presence of loss the factor is reduced
down to a value of 1.5 if squeezing is applied. The plot as-
sumes zero optical loss outside the interferometer. The un-
colored region of the plot has values above 2. This regime is
not shown since it is practically not relevant. In the presence
of high optical loss, high squeezing values are only disadvan-
tageous since they increase the influence of phase noise [23–
25]. This is true regardless whether a single or two different
readout quadratures are squeezed. Note that this analysis
is only relevant for sideband frequencies with photon count-
ing noise limited sensitivity whereas QDM targets frequencies
being limited by excess noise.
25% for the transmission through a complex interferom-
eter such as a GW detector, lie well within that range.
Conclusion — In conclusion, we report on the first
proof-of-principle experiment in which the simultaneous
readout of two orthogonal observables enables the
improvement of measurement sensitivity from an excess
noise limited regime to the sub-Poissonian (squeezed)
regime. Our approach is based on Gaussian entangle-
ment and targets noise sources in laser interferometers
that produce excess noise in such a way that not only
the quadrature angle of the signal is affected but also the
orthogonal phase space projection. Back-scattered light
(parasitic-interference) is of high relevance in current
and future gravitational-wave detectors. The proof-of-
principle reported here can be directly transferred to
GW detectors once they include balanced homodyne
detection for readout [26, 27]. QDM requires a splitting
of the interferometer’s output field and reading out one
beam with a quadrature angle that is not optimum
for the actual (gravitational-wave) signal. We have
shown that the accompanied loss in (squeezed-)shot-
noise-limited sensitivity is less than the signal loss
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QUANTUM-DENSE METROLOGY
Here we give a brief review of quantum-dense metrol-
ogy and explain how this technology gave us simultane-
ous access to two orthogonal quadratures of the signal
with sub shot-noise sensitivity without violating Heisen-
berg’s uncertainty relation.
Referring to Figure 1, let us assume the following
setup. We send orthogonally squeezed vacuum fields into
the two input ports of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer
with symmetric beam splitters. If we keep the phase
inside the interferometer the same for both paths, then
the second beam splitter exactly undoes the action of
the first beam splitter, and we re-obtain the two or-
thogonally squeezed fields in the two output ports at
balanced-homodyne detectors BHD 1 and 2. To be in
line with our experiment, we further assume that the
initial squeezed states are aligned such that BHD1 re-
ceives a phase-squeezed state, while BHD2 receives an
amplitude-squeezed state.
In a second step, we modulate an arbitrary signal ϕ(t)
onto the field in one arm of the interferometer. Half of
Figure 1: Simultaneous sub shot-noise readout of two orthog-
onal quadratures of light. Two orthogonally squeezed states
of light are sent into the two input ports of a Mach-Zehnder
interferometer. A signal ϕ(t) is modulated onto the field in
one arm. After recombination, the squeezed fields are re-
obtained in the two output ports, each displaced by half the
signal power (indicated by the green arrows), and allow for
reading out the respective signal quadrature with sub shot-
noise accuracy.
the signal power reaches BHD1, which can now perform
a phase quadrature measurement on this part, while the
other half of the signal reaches BHD2, which can simulta-
neously perform an amplitude quadrature measurement.
As the quantum noise at BHDs 1 and 2 is phase- and
amplitude-squeezed, respectively, both detectors can per-
form their individual measurements with sub-shot noise
sensitivity. For squeezing levels exceeding 3 dB, the loss
of signal power is compensated (but see the main text
for an improvement of this situation in the presence of
optical loss).
While this simultaneous sub-shot noise measurement of
two orthogonal quadratures might appear to contradict
Heisenberg’s uncertainty relation, this description makes
it clear that this is not the case. The measurements of
the amplitude and phase quadratures are performed on
two separate (and indeed separable) states.
5since the loss on the squeezing is actually reduced in
realistic setups. Our scheme is also of high relevance
for identifying unknown noise sources in high-precision
quantum metrology. In GW detectors it allows for
discrimination between test mass displacement noise
such as thermally driven test mass motion or radiation
pressure noise and parasitic interferences.
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